The World's First
Portable OLED Light
The cutting-edge Organic LED technology-based
lamp for outdoor activities & everyday living that's
energy efficient and does not attract bugs!

Works in
3 positions
Hang it
Extend it
Flip it

Features
Glare-Free
Light

No UV
Emissions

Cool To
The Touch

No Fire
Hazard

Works In
3 Positions

Does Not
Attract
Insects

100%
Organic

Does Not
Need Batteries
(Rechargeable)

Camping

Power Outages

Tasks

People are talking
The TripLit has been picking up a lot of press and
mentions on the leading tech media sources and
lifestyle magazines.

How is OLED better lighting?
Features

OLED

LED

Light Source

Diffused Source

Point Source

Generate Heat

No

Yes

Ultraviolet Emissions

No

Yes

Luminous Efficacy
Color Temp. Range

˜ 100lm/W
˜ 2700-6500 K

˜ 120 lm/W
˜ 2700-6500 K

Transparency

Yes

No

Curved/Flexible

Yes

No

Specifications
Battery Runtime: > 30 hrs
Recharge Time: < 2.5 hrs
Luminance:
Color Temp:
Battery Type:
Weight:
Material:

1000–3000 cd/m2
(Dimmable)
3000K
Lithium Polymer
Rechargeable
7.5 oz (210 g)
PC/ABS & Metal

Rechargeable with a Micro USB Port
or Solar for a 30+ hours of light.

4.15’’ (106mm)

4.65’’ (118mm)

0.65’’ (16.5mm)

Optional
Solar Charger

About Alkilu
Alkilu was founded in 2013 and is based in Southern California. Our mission is
to make OLED products part of everyday life. With the help of leading
manufacturers from around the globe, we are currently developing an innovative
line of OLED products designed to meet the everyday needs of consumers.
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www.Alkilu.com
855-692-5545
info@alkilu.com

TripLit, the organic light emitting diode (OLED) lamp, is the first affordable consumer product of
its kind to hit the market and can travel easily with users anywhere and everywhere. It can be
used for multiple outdoor activities, from camping to sporting events and everyday tasks, TripLit
has the ability to last over 30 hours with no replacement batteries needed. All users need is a
readily
available micro
USB or 
ALKILU’
s high 
efficiency Solar Charger to fully charge TripLit in
a few hours.

TripLit’s unique userfriendly design won
ALKILU the DIY Network’s award for
Aesthetics at National Hardware Show
in March of 2016.

After successfully funding its Kickstarter campaign, where it reached over 45 percent of its initial
funding goal in the first 48 hours, A
LKILU 
completed mass production and distribution of this
high quality, energy efficient and sustainable portable lamp in Q1 2016. It is currently busy
fulfilling high demand online orders directly from w
ww.alkilu.com
and 
thegadgetflow.com
.
The 
ALKILU 
team is focused on creating devices that will have minimum impact on the
environment and provide a safer lighting alternative for users by eliminating UV rays; providing
the closest thing to natural lighting that won’t attract bugs or produce heat, making it safe to
touch and usable during all activities. TripLit’s built
in hook makes it easy to hang inside tents or
on trees, and it can easily be extended or flipped to sit on any surface, for ambient or task
lighting. It also comes with three dimming levels for a myriad of different applications  such as a
desk lamp or nightlight.

